The recent development of hybrid systems based on superconducting circuits provides the possibility of engineering quantum sensors that exploit different degrees of freedom. Quantum magnonics, which aims to control and read out quanta of collective spin excitations in magnetically ordered systems, provides opportunities for advances in both the study of magnetism and the development of quantum technologies. Using a superconducting qubit as a quantum sensor, we report the detection of a single magnon in a millimeter-sized ferrimagnetic crystal with a quantum efficiency of up to 0.71. The detection is based on the entanglement between a magnetostatic mode and the qubit, followed by a single-shot measurement of the qubit state. This proof-of-principle experiment establishes the single-photon detector counterpart for magnonics. Q uantum sensing aims to exploit the fragility of quantum states to external perturbations for the development of sensors. Quantum-enhanced sensing has now become one of the leading applications of quantum technologies (1, 2). Entanglement can be harnessed in quantum sensing to indirectly probe a system of interest through a well-controlled auxiliary mode acting as the sensor (3-5). Such a task requires careful engineering to integrate existing quantum technologies into sensors able to detect various physical quantities.
The recent development of hybrid systems based on superconducting circuits provides the possibility of engineering quantum sensors that exploit different degrees of freedom. Quantum magnonics, which aims to control and read out quanta of collective spin excitations in magnetically ordered systems, provides opportunities for advances in both the study of magnetism and the development of quantum technologies. Using a superconducting qubit as a quantum sensor, we report the detection of a single magnon in a millimeter-sized ferrimagnetic crystal with a quantum efficiency of up to 0.71. The detection is based on the entanglement between a magnetostatic mode and the qubit, followed by a single-shot measurement of the qubit state. This proof-of-principle experiment establishes the single-photon detector counterpart for magnonics. Q uantum sensing aims to exploit the fragility of quantum states to external perturbations for the development of sensors. Quantum-enhanced sensing has now become one of the leading applications of quantum technologies (1, 2) . Entanglement can be harnessed in quantum sensing to indirectly probe a system of interest through a well-controlled auxiliary mode acting as the sensor (3) (4) (5) . Such a task requires careful engineering to integrate existing quantum technologies into sensors able to detect various physical quantities.
The recent development of hybrid quantum systems provides a natural platform to engineer such quantum sensors (6) . The combination of systems that harness complementary features for quantum technologies opens up the possibility of sensing one degree of freedom through another well-controlled system. One of the main challenges for this application lies in achieving high-fidelity control and readout of the quantum sensor in a hybrid device. Hybrid systems based on superconducting circuits (7, 8) offer a versatile platform with which to overcome this challenge. Recent demonstrations include the measurement of the coherence of a bulk acoustic wave resonator (9) and the creation and characterization of quantum states of phonons (10, 11) .
Quantum magnonics provides another promising architecture for the development of quantum sensors based on hybrid systems (12) (13) (14) (15) . In quantum magnonics, magnetostatic modes in magnetically ordered solid-state systems are coherently coupled to superconducting qubits. Here, we demonstrate a quantum sensor able to faithfully detect single magnons, the quanta of excitations in magnetostatic modes, through entanglement with a superconducting qubit. Such single-magnon detection is made possible by combining high-fidelity time-domain control and single-shot readout of a qubit in a hybrid system with the strong dispersive regime of quantum magnonics. Our demonstration brings the equivalent of the singlephoton detector to the emerging field of magnon spintronics (16) and establishes a new quantum technology for magnetism.
To realize the single-magnon detector, we used a hybrid system composed of a spherical ferrimagnetic crystal of yttrium iron garnet (YIG), a transmon-type superconducting qubit, and a three-dimensional microwave cavity ( Fig. 1A ) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Our system hosts three modes of interest: the uniform magnetostatic mode, or Kittel mode, in the ferrimagnetic crystal of tunable frequency w m /2p; the qubit of frequency w q /2p ≈ 7.92 GHz; and a microwave cavity mode of frequency w c /2p ≈ 8.45 GHz. The Kittel mode and the superconducting qubit are respectively coupled to the cavity mode through magnetic-dipole (17, 18) and electric-dipole couplings (7, 19, 20) . These interactions lead to an effective beam-splitter interaction between the Kittel mode and the qubit (12) (13) (14) (15) . This coherent interaction enters the strong coupling regime with a coupling strength g q-m /2p = 7.13 MHz, which is much larger than the decay rates of each system ( Fig. 1B ). Because of the strong coherent coupling, a strong dispersive interaction between the Kittel mode and the qubit can be engineered (14, 15) . This dispersive interaction, of strength c q-m , is described with the Hamiltonian
whereĉ annihilates andĉ † creates a magnon in the Kittel mode, andŝ z ¼ jeihej À jgihgj, with jgi the ground state of the qubit and jei the excited state. The qubit-magnon dispersive interaction leads to a shift of the qubit frequency by 2c q-m for each magnon in the Kittel mode. To characterize the dispersive interaction, we performed Ramsey interferometry on the qubit while continuously driving the Kittel mode on resonance at w m /2p ≈ 7.79 GHz, far detuned from the qubit (Fig. 1, C and D). The qubit spectrum (Fig. 1E) , obtained from the Fourier transform of the Ramsey oscillations indicates that the qubit frequency is shifted by 2c q-m /2p = -3.82 MHz in the presence of a single magnon, a quantity larger than the linewidths g m /2p = 1.61 MHz of the Kittel mode and g q /2p = 0.33 MHz of the qubit, therefore reaching the strong dispersive regime (14, 15, (21) (22) (23) .
The single-magnon detection protocol is enabled by the possibility of entangling the Kittel mode and the qubit (3). Through the strong dispersive interaction, the qubit can be excited conditionally on the Kittel mode being in the vacuum state j0i (3, 24, 25) . The effect of the conditional excitationX 0 p , with the qubit initially in the ground state jgi and the Kittel mode in an arbitrary magnon state jyi ¼ X c nm jn m i, is given bŷ
where jin m i ¼ jii jn m i is the state of the composite system, with ji ¼ g; ei and jn m i being the qubit states and the magnon Fock states, respectively. More specifically,X 0 p corresponds to a p-pulse applied to the qubit with a control frequency that corresponds to the qubit frequency with the Kittel mode in the vacuum state j0i; w 0 q . From Eq. 2, measuring the qubit in the ground state indicates the presence of at least a single magnon in the Kittel mode. The detection protocol ( Fig. 2A) is composed of the entangling operationX 0 p and a readout of the qubit state. The fidelity of the entangling gate is mainly determined by the duration t p of the excitation, hereafter called the detection time (3, 25) . The excitation is conditional only if t p is such that the spectral width º1/t p is smaller than the amplitude of the shift per excitation 2jc qÀm j. The state of the qubit was read out by using the high-power readout technique (26) , enabling single-shot readout with a fidelity F r ≈0:9 without the use of near-quantum-limited amplifiers ( Fig. 2B) .
To benchmark the detection protocol, a coherent state of magnons jbi was initially prepared through a displacement operationDðbÞ ¼ e bĉ † Àb Ãĉ (Fig. 2A) . The magnon population n m ¼ jb 2 j at the detection pulse was controlled through the amplitude of the microwave drive resonant with the Kittel mode used for the displacement operation (27) . The detection probability p g ð n m Þ was then related to the magnon population n m through the probability p nm≥1 ¼ 1 À e À nm of having at least a single magnon in the Kittel mode. More specifically, the detection probability is given by
where h and p g (0) are respectively the quantum efficiency and the dark-count probability, both critical figures in respect of evaluating the performance of the detector. The detection probability p g ð n m Þ obtained experimentally for a detection time t p = 200 ns is shown in Fig. 2C . Fitting the data to Eq. 3, a quantum efficiency h = 0.71 and a dark-count probability p g (0) = 0.24 were determined. Considering these values, if the Kittel mode is in the vacuum state j0i, the probability that the detector does not click is 1p g (0) = 0.76 (ideally, 1). When the Kittel mode is in the Fock state j1i, the detector clicks with a probability h + p g (0) = 0.95 (ideally, 1). These results demonstrate the single-shot detection of a single magnon, thus bringing the equivalent of the single-photon detector to the field of magnonics.
Signatures of the mechanisms limiting the performance of the single-magnon detector were obtained by measuring the dark-count probability and the quantum efficiency for different detection times t p (Fig. 3 ). As shown in ≈0.08. The quantum efficiency h increases for larger detection times owing to an increase in the selectivity of the entangling operation between the qubit and the Kittel mode (Fig. 3B ). For longer detection times, decoherence of the qubit limits the efficiency, leading to an optimal detection time at t p ≈ 200 ns. Two relevant upper bounds on the quantum efficiency are satisfied ( Fig. 3B ). First, as the magnons were detected by using the qubit as the quantum sensor, the quantum efficiency was bounded by the qubit readout fidelity F r ≈0:9. Second, the dark-count probability p g (0) sets an upper limit on the quantum efficiency at h ≤ 1p g (0) through the probability h + p g (0) of detecting the single-magnon Fock state j1i. As shown in Fig. 3 , numerical simulations of the detection protocol are in good agreement with the experimental results, without any fitting parameters (27) . Therefore, we used the numerical model to determine the effect of qubit initialization, control, readout, and entangling errors on the dark-count probability p g (0) and detection inefficiency 1 -h (Table 1) . Qubit decoherence constitutes the primary source of error limiting the performance of the detector. A dark-count probability below 0.03 and a quantum efficiency above 0.96 should be within experimental reach with an improved singlemagnon detector (27) .
The performances of the detector can also be improved, without any hardware modifications, by considering an alternative detection scheme. Instead of detecting the presence of at least one magnon (n m = 1, 2, ...) with the protocol of Fig. 1A , the presence of exactly one magnon (n m = 1) can be detected by using the conditional operationX 1 p that excites the qubit only if there is exactly a single magnon in the Kittel mode (3, 28) . In the limit in which the probability of having more than one magnon is negligible, both protocols detect the presence of a single magnon. Experimentally, the conditional excitationX 1 p was realized by attempting to excite the qubit at its frequency with a single magnon in the Kittel mode, w 1 q . The detection of exactly a single magnon enables us to reduce the dark-count probability by half to 0.12 (Fig. 3C ). In this scheme, qubit decoherence does not contribute appreciably to the dark-count probability because the qubit is never actually excited in the absence of magnons. Nevertheless, the quantum efficiency is very similar for both schemes (Fig. 3D) (27) . A good agreement between the experimental and numerical results is found without any fitting parameters, which highlights a good understanding of the physics at play.
The high-fidelity detection of a single magnon, corresponding to a precession of the magnetization vector of the millimeter-sized ferrimagnetic crystal with an angle of~10 -17°, represents an advance for magnonics and quantum technologies based on magnetism. The magnon detection can be made quantum nondemolition (QND), with a QND readout of the qubit state (3, 5) . The relaxation and coherence times of superconducting qubits in quantum magnonics, currently limiting the performance of the single-magnon detector, could be enhanced by reducing internal losses of the microwave cavity modes.
Near-term applications include the heralded probabilistic creation of quantum states of magnons, a critical step toward the development of a magnon-based quantum transducer (15, 29) . Furthermore, the single-magnon detector could help to uncover weak magnon excitation processes such as the potential excitation of magnons from galactic axions (30) . In the longer term, the development of planar devices (31) (32) (33) for the integration of single-magnon detectors could represent the ultimate limit to the conversion between magnons and electrical signals for emerging technologies such as magnon spintronics (16) . 
